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Gen 1: 
4 And God saw that the light was good, and God separated the light from the darkness . 
5 And God called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night. And there was evening and there was 

morning, one day. 
6 And God said, Let there be an expanse in the midst of the waters, and let it separate the waters from the 

waters. 
7 And God made the expanse and separated the waters which were under the expanse from the waters which 

were above the expanse , and it was so. 
8 And God called the expanse Heaven. And there was evening and there was morning, a second day. 
9 And God said, Let the waters under the heavens be gathered together into one place, and let the dry land 

appear ; and it was so. 
10 And God called the dry land Earth, and the gathering together of the waters He called Seas; and God saw that 

it was good. 
2 Corinthians 6: 

14 Do not become dissimilarly yoked with unbelievers. For what partnership do righteousness and lawlessness 
have? Or what fellowship does light have with darkness? 

Hebrews 4: 
12 For the word of God is living and operative and sharper than any two-edged sword, and piercing even to the 

dividing of soul and spirit and of joints and marrow, and able to discern the thoughts and intentions of the 
heart. 

 

The Separation of Light from Darkness 
The first separation was between light and darkness.        

This was the fourth requirement for generating life. This         
separation was for the purpose of discerning day from         
night, causing the light to be set apart. 

Immediately after you were saved, you didn't have        
any discernment and were unable to distinguish between        
light and darkness. After you were saved awhile and had          
gone on with the Lord, gradually there was a separation          
within you and you had the discernment to say, "This is           
light and that is darkness. I will keep the light, but not the             
darkness." Before we were saved, we had no day at all,           
only a night of twenty-four hours. We were constantly in          
the night, a dark and cloudy night with no stars. But,           
praise the Lord! From the day we were saved, something          
began to dawn like the morning. This is the day. 

We need the separation of day and night, the         
discernment between light and darkness. In 2 Corinthians        
6:14, Paul asks, "What fellowship has light with        
darkness?" This word must also refer to Genesis 1. God          
has separated light from darkness; so don't try to mix          
them. Light has nothing to do with darkness. What kind          
of fellowship can light have with darkness? This means         
that we are children of light and that we shouldn't be           
yoked or mingled with the people living in darkness. We          
must maintain the separation. They are children of        
darkness and we are children of light. We all must say,           
"What communion can there be between light and        
darkness?" This is a real separation. If we keep this          
requirement, we will have more light. 

The Separation of Waters under the Expanse       

from Waters above the Expanse 
We proceed to the fifth requirement for generating        

life: separating the waters of death by making an         
expanse. The waters which are above the expanse must         
be divided from the waters which are under the expanse.          
To divide light from darkness is rather objective; to divide          
the waters above the expanse from the waters under the          
expanse is more subjective. We need the second        
separation—dividing the heavenly things from the earthly       
things (Col. 3:1-3). The waters under the expanse        
represent the earthly things, while the waters above the         
expanse represent heavenly things. Some things may not        
be dark, but they are earthly, not heavenly. 

Suppose, as I am speaking, I wear a cowboy hat,          
cowboy outfit, and boots. That is not something dark, but          
it is earthly. Suppose I wear a wide necktie, eight inches           
wide, colored with green, red, blue, purple, and bright         
yellow. If I were to wear this, it would prove that I am             
lacking the expanse. 

What is this expanse? The expanse is simply the         
atmosphere, the air surrounding the earth. Without the        
atmosphere no life could ever be generated upon the         
earth. There is no life on the moon because there is no            
expanse around the moon. God created the expanse        
surrounding the earth so that the earth may produce life.          
After being saved, we not only have the light within us,           
but also the air, the expanse. Something has come into us           
to separate the heavenly things from the earthly things,         
the things above which are acceptable to God from the          
things below which are not acceptable to Him. What is          
this? This is the dividing work of the cross. After we have            
been saved and have gone on with the Lord, we will           
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experience the cross. The cross divides. It divides the         
natural things from the spiritual things, it divides the holy          
things from the common things, and it divides the         
heavenly things from the earthly things. Hebrews 4:12        
tells us that the living Word can separate us to such an            
extent that our soul is divided from our spirit. I may say or             
do something good; yet that good word or deed does not           
have its source in the spirit, but in the soul. Morally           
speaking, ethically speaking, or humanly speaking, there       
is nothing wrong. But spiritually speaking, the source is         
not of God, not of the heavens. It is not of the spirit, but of               
the soul, of the earth. Thus, we need a further division:           
not only a separation between light and darkness, but         
also a discernment between the spirit (the things above)         
and the soul (the things beneath). 

Have you ever noticed in Genesis 1 that on every day,           
except the second, after God had accomplished       
something He looked at it and it was good. But on the            
second day there is no such record. Genesis doesn't say          
that God saw the waters and the air and said that they            
were good. Why? Because the air is full of fallen angels           
and the waters full of demons. Remember that the         
demons have their dwelling place in the waters. On the          
second day, there was something which really was not         
good: in the air were the fallen angels and in the waters            
were the demons. We must realize that whatever is of us,           
even once the cross has divided it, is nevertheless not          
good. Whatever is of us is not good. God cannot say that            
it is good. 

The Separation of the Earth from the Waters 
After the second day, we have the third day—the day          

of resurrection. On the third day, the day of resurrection,          
the dry land appeared under the expanse for generating         
life. This is the sixth requirement for generating life. In the           
whole Bible, the sea represents death and the earth         
represents Christ Himself. The Bible tells us that,        
eventually, after God has worked through many       
generations, the sea will be eliminated. After Satan's        
rebellion and God's judgment of the original creation,        
there was nearly nothing except waters. Then, God came         
in to restore by the brooding Spirit, the living Word, and           
the dividing light. On the second day, the expanse divided          
the waters, and on the third day God gathered the waters           
together under the expanse that the dry land might         
appear for producing life. This means that God had been          
working on the waters, seeking to confine and limit them.          
Eventually, when God's work is completed, there will be         
no more sea. In the new heavens and new earth there is            
only land, no sea (Rev. 21:1). The sea representing a main           
part of Satan's kingdom has been eliminated. Praise the         
Lord! 

The dry land appeared in order to produce life, to          
generate life. On the third day, Christ came out of death.           
Christ came out of death in resurrection just to generate          
life. 

Although you may be saved, the darkness within has         
not been cleared up, the waters have not been divided          
and confined, and the things of death have not been          
limited. As you are going on with the Lord, the waters of            
death within you will gradually be confined, limited, and         
eliminated. Within you, the dry land will rise up. That is           
Christ. That is Christ in resurrection. First Peter 1:3 tells          
us that we have been regenerated by the resurrection of          
Christ. Without the resurrected Christ, there is no        
possibility for any life to be generated. 

The land was separated from the waters. The land         
signifies life and the waters signify death. To divide the          
land from the waters means to separate life from death. 

As we grow in the Lord, we learn how to discern light            
from darkness, separate heavenly things from earthly       
things, and divide life from death. In my speaking I may           
have nothing dark and nothing earthly; yet I speak         
without life. I am devoid of life. My speaking is genuine           
and proper, with nothing of darkness and nothing        
worldly, but nevertheless is full of death. So, I must pray,           
"Lord Jesus, drive away all the death waters within me          
that the dry land may appear to produce life." In my           
speaking there should be nothing of darkness, nothing of         
this earth, and nothing of death. Within my speaking         
there must be the dry land that produces life. 

On the dry land there is no darkness and no waters of            
death. We just have the dry land filled with every kind of            
life. So, I say once again that what is revealed to us in             
Genesis is completely a matter of life. 

Life Study of Genesis, Chapter 3, W. Lee 

Questions: 
1. What does it mean to separate light from 

darkness? What does this look like in our 
experience? 

2. What does it mean to separate the waters above 
the expanse from the water below the expanse? 
What does this look like in our experience? 

3. What does it mean to separate the earth from the 
waters of the sea? What does this look like in our 
experience? 
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